Oly Jr PTA mtg 1/12/16
Attending: Mr. Grant, Jennifer Kleinman, Melissa Auger, Alyse Christensen , Trina Beckstrand, Natalie
Boss, Tiffany Rich, Lori Allen, Melissa Rideout, Dayna Brand, Paula Delis, Heather Johnson, Michelle
Madsen, Suzy Rasch, Stephanie Dansie, Shannon Randle, Nikki Wankier, Robyn Bennion, Becky Black

Minutes= Jennifer Kleinman – Approve PTA minutes : Paula Delis motioned to approve the minutes,
Suzy Rasch 2nd, vote was unanimous in approval

Budget= Lori Allen
-We now see money in the money market in the account that we carry over. It is $4500

Fundraising = Shannon Randle
-Tell the storms to chill out. She has to repair them all the time but it is going great.

Reflections = Becky
It went great but we are done. None of ours went to the next level.

Teacher Grants = Alyse Christensen
-Approved all so far except for a few late requests.
-Ms. Nate wants a 3-D printer (needs for curriculum) Ms. Brown has one and used it for reflections.
Questions were asked about how much supplies are to keep it going? How many students will benefit?
Maybe we can pay for half? PTA often doesn’t spend the money and it should. It is needed in the
classrooms.
-Mr. Grant brought up maybe using money for additional cameras for the school. Example is we had
people driving on the lawn and it probably cost $10,000 to repair the lawn. We can’t tell who did it. We
want to be able to find someone if there is a problem. It is not to spy on the kids or teachers. A parent
brought up the existing cameras are very grainy and you could not pick out a car. Can we get better
cameras?
-Julie Wallace asked if our PTA would be willing to provide the school with dinners for parent teacher
conferences. Hopefully a one time thing? Parents agreed that we would love to help but it should not
come out of PTA funds. Ask parents to donate food.

Upcoming Events=

1/13 Lunchtime Activity - Hawaiian activity tomorrow. Slush and bball games

1/14 Fight the New Drug assembly on Thursday 9am
Feb 5th first dance for one hour after school 12:30-1:30
Feb 8th & 9th Parent Teacher Conference Dinners
9th grade party – date? Need to have a lagoon day date and know about yearbooks

Mr Grant =
-New Schedule handout
One lunch on Thurs/Fri next year.
Most schools do multiple lunches to accommodate kids getting through the hot lunch line. We only
have 20-25 each lunch that get hot lunch.
During TA all kids are assigned to a teacher to go to. Thurs & Fri same TA teacher
In community council they are working out what these TA periods will look like. You are all welcome to
come to community council meetings. He will come back and present to PTA.
There are 16 Jr highs in the district. We are the only one that doesn’t have a TA type period.

Drop off/Pick up lane=
Officer Fernandez parks in front of school for security and so that he can respond very quickly.
There is heavy weaponry in the car and he needs to be able to get to it quickly.
Parents are frustrated but it is 15 minutes and it is a safety call.

*We need help for parents to help in the copy center.

Next meeting is 2/9

